Alpha Flush
Fluid for A/C Flushing Units

ALPHA FLUSH is a fluid specially developed in Errecom laboratories for proper internal cleaning of refrigeration systems.
Indispensable to ensure the proper performance of a unit, ALPHA FLUSH is optimal both for the application on new plants and to
restore the efficiency of older lines (which have undergone intervention). On the latter, in fact, ALPHA FLUSH intervenes avoiding that
any residues might broke the plant itself.
ALPHA FLUSH removes protective lubricants deposited on the inside of the new pipes during an installation, the dirt both of the
working process and that one penetrated through time in the pipes of a predisposition. Ideal for making a wash when a Retrofit
operation is performed, ALPHA FLUSH is also suitable for cleaning in case of replacement of a burned compressor.
Before any washing operation it is important to disconnect the compressor, the expansion valve filter and dehydrator: these components
cannot be washed.
ALPHA FLUSH is a fluid specially designed for any kind of brand and model, both electric and pneumatic, but it must be used
with an automatic station.
ALPHA FLUSH, as a non-flammable product, neither damage the electrical stations nor constitute a problem in transport and
storage. Furthermore, this product is not aggressive towards the rubber parts of the washing station.
For large systems or in automotive we recommend to scrub during the cleaning.
Instructions: Load ALPHA FLUSH in the cleaning tank and connect the system where the sensing devices have been disconnected,
such as the compressor. Do the standard washing cycle and then dry with the nitrogen flow, as per instruction of the washing unit.
Dispose of the washing liquid according to current regulations.
It is a professional product, it is recommended to use clothing and goggles.
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